Fraud Solutions

Payment Integrity Portal
Easy access to insight

HMS’s® Payment Integrity Portal helps move data from facts and figures into
meaningful information that can be used to initiate action. It offers access to
HMS’s analytical tools that are all designed to offer clarity into specific data
perspectives for immediate insight.
The tiles in the Payment Integrity Portal
offer immediate access to the results of
HMS’s analytics. There is no need to traverse
dashboards or multiple menus. Instead the
information is provided concisely utilizing
graphics and charts that offers immediate
clarity for analysts and for the boardroom.
Payment Integrity Portal offers:
§§
Advanced Search: Search for a specific

provider, member or location to view
general statistics and explore with
graphical views.
§§
Guided Analytics: Numerous models

and reports are readily available and
refreshed with every data load. The
Guided Analytics easy-to-use interface
and powerful visualizations simplify
target identification across provider,
patient, pharmacy, and global metrics,
and truly guides the user to the answers.

§§
Case Tracking: Manage investigative

cases and all documentation, related
activities, and findings.
§§
Link Visualization: Immediate

transparency into relationships between
providers and members
§§
Provider and Patient Profiles: On-demand

statistical data and metrics helps
investigators build immediate context
when exploring inappropriate billing
behaviors.
§§
Lead Management: Built to help SIUs

triage and move leads into effective
investigations through efficient workflow
and documentation tools.
§§
Custom Analysis and Reports: Data

queries and ad hoc reports. Create
custom reports and leverage report
templates.

Ask HMS about the Payment Integrity Portal today.
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HMS® provides the broadest range of solutions in the industry to help payers and at-risk providers improve financial and
health outcomes. Using innovative and time-tested technology and analytics, we help our clients reduce costs, enhance
quality, and safeguard compliance. As a result of our services, our clients save billions of dollars every year and achieve
their performance goals.
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